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pages with liberals and unbelieving intellectuals as well as to address evangelical inter
ests.Hiscontests with some associates and the board are there to see-episode by episode 
and line upon line .. He never calls a spade· by any other name thana spade. 

Plainly, he feels that some of the treatment he received by the board and some staff, 
treatment that led to his termination as editor, was shabby. He read their actions as 
summary dismissal. The reader will follow with sympathy, perhaps agreement. Henry 
is not rancorous. He does not approve of the way the magazine has since "veered from 
its original stance as a professional thought journal to a largely lay-oriented publication" 
(p.300). 

Henry also devotes a. great deal of the book to the founding and fortunes of Fuller 
Theological· Seminary. He writes: "In May, 1947, radio . evangelist Charles E.Fuller, 
Harold John Ockenga, Wilbur M. Smith,Everett F. Harrison .... and 1 met at the Palmer 
House in Chicago to talk and pray about launching an evangelical seminary inCalifor
nia" (p. 114). Smith,Harrison, Henry and H. Lindsell (wholater succeeded Henry as 
second editor of Christianity Today ) met the first entering class of 39 in Se.ptember of 
the same year. 

Fuller prospered and grew as a conservative, evangelical seminary. The first presi
dent, H. J. Ockenga, brought sharp criticism when at that time he coined the word "neo
evangelical." "Actually extremist fundamentalist spokesmen decried the term 'evangel
ical' no less than 'neo-evangelical,' and went to incredible lengths to deride and embarrass 
the new seminary and· its friends" (p.117). The story of how Fuller modified its official 
statement on the· doctrine of Scripture and, in Henry's view, slipped seriously from its 
initial moorings is traced through several pages. It was from Fuller that Henry was 
"snatched" ·to become . first editor ofC hristianity Today-a reluctant departure for Henry 
also regretted by colleagues at Fuller. 

The author does not engage in theology or apologetics, even though he has labored 
continuously in those areas for more than forty years and gave some of his best literary 
efforts to them. His writings were surveyed in Carl F. H.Henry by B. E.Patterson (Word, 
1983),ofwhichmy review appeared in JETS 27(1984). 

The chips from Henry's axe may now fall where they will. He has already served his 
own and another generation beside. With energies apparently little abated, his face 
seems set in another direction, for with this prayer his autobiography ends: "Lord, get 
me safely home before dark." 

Robert Duncan Culver 
Houston, MN 

Computer Assisted Tools for Septuagint Studies, vol. 1: Ruth (SBLSCS 20). By RobertA. 
Kraft, Emanuel Tov, et at. Atlanta: Scholars, 1986,<325pp., $11.95 paper ($7.95 for SBL 
members). 

This is the first hardcopy fruit of the CATSS (ComputerAssisted Tools for Septuagint 
Studi~s)projectprimarily based at the University of Pennsylvania and partly based at 
Hebrew University in Jerusalem. Those who have been attending the computer section 
at SBL for the last few years or who have kept current by reading BIOSCS 14 will be 
familiar· with the project. itself, the· encoding procedures, the . personnel who· have done 
the work, the texts used, and the like. Such matters are briefly reviewed in this book. 

In some ways, this book is merely illustrative of the kinds of things the project can 
achieve. The first 80 pages or· so are. given over to an explanation of the ·abbreviations 
and symbols used for textual variants, the transliteration codes for Hebrew and Greek, 
the variety of symbols usedin the Greek-Hebrew alignment of Ruth, technical aspects 
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relating to the partially automatic alignment of the Greek-Hebrew alignment, proce
duresadopted in computer-assisted morphological analysis, and so forth. The heart of 
the book ' (pp.85--176). is a printout of the Greek-Hebrew ·aligned parallel text of Ruth, 
the 'MT text .beingBHS and the LXX.being Rahlfs(though the project adopts the Got
tingen text where it is available). This printout includes a full apparatus to the Greek 
and the appropriate codes that explain the alignment. The remainder of the book offers 
printouts of special applications that have arisen from this database: a Greek-Hebrew 
index of the main text (including variants) and a Hebrew-Greek index of the main text 
(without variants). To use this material most creatively, of course, it would be necessary 
to have access to the computers, database and programs that have generated this book, 
for as the authors · themselves point out there is almost an infinite variety of ways in 
which these data can be processed to produce interesting and useful information. 

Of course Ruth is short and relatively free of difficult alignment problems. But the 
project should not be criticized for that: The scholars involved have exercised enormous 
care and methodological responsibility to produce a work that serves as a foretaste of 
what will be available when the entire Hebrew canon and LXX have been completed. 
Eventually such work will be available on CDROMs that are read by relatively inexpen
siveequipment attached to PCs, and then even relatively·small institutions will be able 
to profrtfrom the immense industry and creative scholarship represented by this volume. 

If the project has not yet demonstrated the applicability of its work to exegetical and 
interpretative questions, it has nevertheless focused on what must come first: proper 
encoding of the data,and corresponding verification, to achieve extraordinarily high 
accuracy. ( 

D. A. Carson ' 
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, Deerfield, IL 

The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia, vol. 3: K -Po Edited by GeoffreyW. Brom
iley. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986, xix + 1060 pp., $37.,50. 

This,the third volume of a four-volume revision of a .former old standard, is everything 
that the publishers claim in their promotional descriptions on the dust cover: It combines 
the defining function of a dictionary with an encyclopedia's presentation of comprehen
sive.information, attempting to summarize the current state of knowledge about each of 
the topics discussed and provide the reader with some basic sources for ·further study. 
Thus in general the reader will not only find excellent definitions of Biblical and theo
logical terms, historical identifications of Biblical persons and events, and historical and 
geographical identifications of Biblical places and sites,but he' will also. find valuable 
discussions 'on the usage of Biblical terms, the Biblical basis for each theological doctrine 
being discussed, and a brief history of the scholarly debate over the meaning and signif
icance of such Biblical terms and theological doctrines. While it isa little difficult to 
assess how up-to-date manybfthe articles in this volume are ·because the bibliographies 
are arranged alphabetically and not chronologically, they generally reflect an awareness 
of the most recent archeological discoveries ' and the most recent methods of interpreta
tion. ~everal of the OTarticles, for example, reflect some awareness of the Ebla (Tell 
Mardikh) discoveries, and most of the articles on. the books · of the Bible refer to · the 
canonical-critical approach of B. Childs. None of the articles onthe books of the Bible, 
however, reflect an awareness of the modern literary approaches to the Bible such as 
those of R. Alter or M. Sternberg or even those of more evangelical writers like L. Ryken, 
though there is an article on "Literature, The Bible as," by C. Linton. Consequently most 
of the outlines or discussions of the contents of the books of the Bible are based on rather 
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